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A THEORY OF STIEFEL HARMONICS
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STEPHEN S. GELBART

ABSTRACT. An explicit theory of special functions is developed for the homogeneous

space SO(n)/SO(n — m) generalizing the classical theory of spherical harmonics. This

theory is applied to describe the decomposition of the Fourier operator on n X m matrix

space in terms of operator valued Bessel functions of matrix argument. Underlying these

results is a hitherto unnoticed relation between certain irreducible representations of SO(n)

and the polynomial representations of GL(m, C).

1. Introduction and notation. The purpose of this paper is to describe an explicit

theory of spherical harmonics in the setting of Stiefel manifolds and matrix

space. Most of our results have been announced previously in [4].

We let Mn¡m denote n X m real matrix space, S"*1 the Stiefel manifold of

matrices V G M^, such that 'VV = Im, and Pm the cone of positive definite

my. m symmetric matrices. Under the action of SO(n) given by left matrix

multiplication we identify S"""1 with the homogeneous space SO(n)/SO(n—m)

provided n > m. We denote by L the restriction of the left regular representation

of SO(n) to L2(S'vn) and refer to irreducible representations of SO(n) which

occur in L as class m representations. If / is a function on S"'m whose translates

under SO(n) span a finite dimensional space equivalent to a multiple of the

representation to we say that/transforms according to u. Thus we write

(l.i) l2(s™)= 2 ®nr
«classm

where H£'m consists of functions transforming according to w. By analogy with

the case m = 1 we call functions in H™ surface Stiefel harmonics of order w.

The classical theorems we shall extend are the following:

Theorem î (Carian [3]). Suppose p is a function on the (n — 1) -sphere S"'1 which

transforms under SO(n) according to an irreducible representation of highest weight

(k,0,...,0). Then p extends to a harmonic polynomial on R" satisfying the

homogeneity condition

(1.2) p(rX) = rkp(X)  for r > 0, X G R\

Theorem 1 asserts that a class 1 representation of SO(n) is realizable on a space
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30 S. S. GELBART

of harmonic homogeneous polynomials on R" (solid spherical harmonics) and

that the homogeneity of these polynomials is determined by the highest weight vector

of the representation.

Theorem 2 (Bochner [1]). Suppose fis a radial function on R", p is as in Theorem

1, and F = fpis square integrable. Then the Fourier transform of Fis gp where g is

the Hankel transform of f of order k + (n — 2)/2.

Theorem 2 explicitly describes the restriction of the Fourier operator to

subspaces of L2(R") transforming according to class 1 representations of SO(n).

Both theorems are basic to the classical theory of harmonics and their impor-

tance in analysis is well known.

Our motivation for generalizing Theorems 1 and 2 is two-fold. On the one

hand it is of intrinsic interest to do explicit harmonic analysis on homogeneous

spaces that are not symmetric spaces (e.g., S"""1 for m > 1). On the other hand

our work has an immediate application to the representation theory of certain

noncompact groups. Indeed the so-called "Weil representation" [14] of the real

symplectic group Sp(m, R) on L2(M2mm) is known to be highly reducible and the

theory of harmonics we are about to describe makes it possible to decompose this

representation and prove that all the holomorphic discrete series representations

of Sp(m, R) are contained in it. This work appears in [5].

The contents of this paper may now be summarized as follows. In §2 we prove

that every surface Stiefel harmonic of order a is the restriction to S"*1 of a

harmonic homogeneous polynomial on Mnj„. Actually we prove a stronger result.

Our solid Stiefel harmonics will be annihilated by all (rather than just one) of the

SO(«)-invariant differential operators on Af^m and their homogeneity will be

described by a simple but hitherto unnoticed relation between class m represen-

tations of SO(n) and certain finite dimensional irreducible representations of

GL(m, C). In particular we shall prove that the class m representations of SO(n)

are realizable on spaces of vector-valued harmonic polynomials on M^, which

transform under A/*^„ according to appropriate rational representations of

GL(m, C). If one interprets the homogeneity condition (1.2) as asserting that/?(.¥)

transforms under Mxx according to the representation z -» z* then this result

seems natural. To establish it we shall apply the Frobenius-Young-Schur-Weyl

theory of symmetry classes in tensor space.

In §3 we shall examine in detail the invariant subspaces of the Fourier

transform on MB¡m. The restriction of the Fourier operator to these subspaces will

be described by a generalized Hankel transform on Pm whose kernel is defined in

terms of a certain integral over SO(n). This kernel is a matrix-valued generaliza-

tion of the Bessel function. By representing it as an inverse Laplace transform we

shall establish (in §4) generalizations of the classical Bochner relations linking the

components of the decomposition of L2(R") for various n.

Some examples of generalized spherical harmonics have appeared before in the

literature. In [7] Herz introduced a class of homogeneous harmonic polynomials
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on Mn<m and (by analytic methods) proved they behave like Stiefel hamonics with

respect to the Fourier transform. We shall see that Herz's polynomials corre-

spond to class m representations of SO(n) which occur exactly once in L2(Sn*').

Thus we give a group theoretic explanation of their special behavior with respect

to the Fourier transform.

In [9] Levine investigated the Fourier expansion of functions in L^fê"*) and

proved by methods of algebraic geometry that harmonics of order a on S*2

extend to harmonic homogeneous polynomials on M„¿. If the highest weight

vector of u> is (m,,m2,0,...,0) then the homogeneity of these polynomials is

mi + |m2|. Our Theorem 2.11 contains a group theoretic extension of this result

for arbitrary m provided n > 2m. Subsequently R. Strichartz has obtained similar

results for 2m > n (see [13]).

An important abstract theory of harmonic polynomials on <7-spaces was

developed several years ago by Helgason [6] and Kostant [8]. From Helgason's

results it follows that every surface Stiefel harmonic of order a is the restriction

to S"*1 of a harmonic homogeneous polynomial on A/Bim. However, Helgason

neither constructs these polynomials nor describes their homogeneity in terms of

<o. It is precisely these refinements of the abstract theory which constitute the

contribution of our paper and make possible the application to representation

theory pursued in [5].

Once again it is a pleasure for the author to thank Professor E. M. Stein for

several valuable conversations and suggestions related to the subject matter of

this paper.

2. Harmonic analysis of functions in L2(SO(n)/SO(n - m)). In this section we

shall describe explicitly the class m representations of SO(n). In particular we

shall characterize them in terms of their highest weight vectors and then prove

they are realizable on spaces of special harmonic polynomials on MH¡ni whose

restrictions to S"*1 yield surface Stiefel harmonics. We shall call these special

polynomials solid Stiefel harmonics on Mn¡m.

2.1. Preliminary discussion of class m representations. We start by reviewing

some facts from the representation theory of SO(n)- If & = [n/2] then the

irreducible representations of SO(n) are in one-to-one correspondence with so-

called dominant weight vectors a = (mx,..., mk). These dominant weights are k

tuples of integers satisfying

(2.1) mx > m2 > • • • > mk > 0   when n is odd,

and

(2.2) mx> m2> ••• > mt_, > \mk |   when n is even .

Without fear of confusion we shall denote the irreducible representation of SO(n)

corresponding to the weight w by w itself. The highest weight vector of this

representation is again the fc-tuple a.
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Throughout the remainder of §2 we shall assume

(2.3) n > 2m.

Actually strict inequality in (2.3) is not necessary. Our results do hold for n — 2m

(after minor modifications which we include in the form of parenthetical

remarks) and it is precisely this case which is crucial to the applications found in

[5]. We do not know how to further relax (2.3) so as to include the case of square

matrix space (cf. Stein [12, Problem 7]).

Proposition 2.1. If (¿is an irreducible representation of SO(n) with highest weight

(mx,..., mk) then u is class m if and only if m¡ = 0 for j > m. Thus all class m

weight vectors are of the form (mx,..., mm, 0,..., 0).

Proof. Combine an w-fold application of the branching theorem for SO(n) [1,

pp. 251-255] with the Frobenius reciprocity theorem for compact groups.

We now recall how any representation of SO(n) may be realized on a tensor

space of appropriate symmetry type. For details and proofs see Weyl [15].

Suppose « = (/«,,..., mk) with mk > 0, let v = m, + • • • + mto and set

R = ®'C. The Young diagram corresponding to (mx,.. .,mk) is

1 m.

ml + 1 mY + 2     • • •       mi+m1

v - mk + 1

and the symmetrizer corresponding to this diagram is

e(<o) =        2        Sffi(q)qp
peR(a);qSC(a)

where R(u>) (resp. C(u>)) denotes the set of all permutations of 1.p preserving

the rows (resp. columns) of the diagram. Since the symmetric group S, acts on

(S)'C" by permutation of the indices, e(w) maps R into itself. On the other hand

SO(n) (which acts on R via the pth Kronecker product of its standard represen-

tation) leaves invariant the subspace e(u>)R. The elements of this subspace are

called tensors of symmetry class w. Since e(u>)R is still not SO(«)-irreducible we

must further restrict attention to the subspace R° of R consisting of traceless
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tensors (tensors in R whose image under any contraction map is zero). Then the

representation of SO(n) provided by e(iû)P,° is a multiple of the irreducible

representation of highest weight « = (mx,..., mk). (In case n = 2k and mk # 0,

two distinct representations of SO(n) arise in e(u)R°, one of highest weight

(w,,..., mk), the other of highest weight (m,,..., -mk), and both occur an equal

number of times. Thus the assumption mk > 0 is not necessary: the irreducible

representation of SO(n) indexed by (mx,..., mk) is realized in a space of traceless

tensor of symmetry type (mx,..., \mk\) no matter what the sign of mk.)

Our goal is to realize the class m representations of SO(n) not on spaces of

tensors but on spaces of harmonic homogeneous polynomials on A/^. To do this

we must introduce certain representations of GL(m, C) and establish a relation

between these representations and the class m representations of SO(n).

We fix, once and for all, an m-tuple of integers to = (m,,..., mm) with

tnx> m2> ••• > mm> 0 (respectively mx > m2 > • • • > |mm| for n = 2m).

By pa we denote the unique irreducible integral representation of GlAm, C) whose

restriction to the unitary group U(m) has highest weight (m,,..., mm) (resp.

(»ii,.. .,|mm|) for n = 2m). We also consider simultaneously the class m

representation of SO(n) of highest weight (mx,...,mm,0,...,0). This represen-

tation is well denned by virtue of (2.5). We denote it again by the symbol a.

The following result seems to be an act of providence.

Proposition 22. The class m representation a of SO(n) occurs in L2(S'VH) with

multiplicity equal to the dimension ofpu.

Proof. The branching theorem for GlAm, C) asserts that if pa is used as a

representation of the subgroup of GL(m, C) isomorphic to GL(m — 1, C) then its

decomposition contains exactly once every representation p'a of GlAm — 1,C)

whose indices satisfy w, > m\ > ••• > m'm-X > \mm\ (cf. [2, p. 161]). On the

other hand the branching theorem for SO(n) combined with the Frobenius

reciprocity theorem implies that the multiplicity of w in L2(S'vn) equals the

multiplicity of the identity representation in the restriction of pa to the trivial

subgroup. Since this multiplicity is simply the dimension of pw the proof is

complete.

Corollary. Ifra denotes the multiplicity of the class m representation w in L (hence

also the dimension of pj then

ra=     u    (m¡-mj+j-i)      II    0'- 0-
l<Kj<m ' l<,i<j<m

Proof. The corollary follows from a known dimension formula [2, p. 187] for

the integral representations of GlAm, C). (The formula remains valid for n = 2m

once to, is replaced by |m,|.)

Remarks. (1) In theory Proposition 2.2 follows directly from an m-fold
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application of the branching theorem for SO(n) alone but the computations

required are unmanageable.

(2) We believe that Proposition 2.2 is a special case of some general reciprocity

phenomenon but we have not been able to make this precise. Because the

proposition is crucial to all that follows such an abstract formulation would seem

desirable.

To explain the connection between the representations pa and the theory of

solid Stiefel harmonics we are about to describe, we need to introduce some more

definitions.

Definition 2.4. We call a function on Mn¡m SO(n)-harmonic if it is annihilated

by all SO(n)-invariant constant coefficient differential operators without constant

term. (These operators are to be thought of as "generalized Laplacians"; cf.

Helgason [6] and Kostant [8].)

Definition 2.5. If pa(A) is some matrix realization of p„ we say that a C"-valued

function on Mn¡m is homogeneous of degree pu(A) if the function transforms under

Mmm according to pu(A), i.e.

p(XA) = p(X)Pu(A)

for all A G Mw (The matrix pa(A) is defined for all m x m complex matrices,

invertible or not, because pa is integral, i.e. \mm | > 0.)

Our goal is to prove the existence of a matrix representation pu(A) and a space

P" of C"-valued SO(n)-harmonic polynomials on M^ such that

(1) each/? G P" is homogeneous of degree pu(A),

(2) as an SO^-module, P" is equivalent to w.

To establish this result and the concomitant theory of Stiefel harmonics we shall

proceed as follows. First we shall construct a convenient matrix representation

pu(A) and prove that its matrix coefficients can be imbedded in tensor space of

symmetry class a. Then we shall introduce a Cf"-valued polynomial pu on Mn/n

which is S0(w)-harmonic and homogeneous of degree pu(A). The translates of

pa(X) under SO(n) will span the desired space P° and so realize the class m

representation a = (mx,...,mm,0.0). Our solid Stiefel harmonics on Mn¡m

will be defined as coordinate functions of these translates and by homogeneity

these harmonics will be determined by their restrictions to Snfn.

Our first task then is to construct a convenient matrix representation pu(A).

For this we use the tensor theory developed for this purpose by Frobenius, Schur,

Young, and Weyl.

2.2. The construction and description ofpa(A). Recall that w = (mx,.. .,mn) and

set v = w, + • • • + \m„ |. If R„> denotes the tensor space of vta rank belonging to

Cm then a standard basis for Äm» consists of the m' monomials zjx- zJl.zJf

where 1 <jt< m. We shall fix this basis once and for all and keep in mind that

all that follows depends on this choice of basis.

We consider the pih Kronecker product of the standard representation of
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GIAm,C) and denote its matrix (with respect to the above basis) by T,(A). This

representation acts on Äm» but is far from irreducible. Indeed if e(w) denotes the

Young symmetrizer corresponding to (mx,..., \mH|) then the subspace e(u)R^ is

GL(w,C)-invariant and the restriction of T,(A) to e(u)Rm> realizes the representa-

tion p„. The matrix coefficients of T,(A) are obviously monomials of degree v in

the entries of A but this is not the matrix we are after. We want the ra x ra matrix

which describes the transformation T,(A) in e(w)Äm». Thus we need to construct

a basis for e(u)R^ and describe the matrix of pa(A) with respect to this basis.

Suppose we allow the symmetrizer e(w) = e{mx,...,\mm\) to act on the

standard basis in Rm,. The result is a set of tensors in £(u)Rm' which spans

e(u)Rm.. From among these tensors (some of which may be zero) we pick ra

linearly independent ones tx, ...,tru and let pa(A) denote the matrix of pu with

respect to this basis. We claim that all the entries of pa(A) belong to the same

symmetry class, namely a, when viewed as tensors in <S>'C". To see this we make

some observations:

(1) If A = (a¡j) is an arbitrary element of GL(m, C) then the action of A on the

indeterminants z,,..., z„ is given by the formal matrix multiplication

(an    •••    alm\

: :  ]•

a„i    •••    a^J

As remarked before the matrix of T,(A) with respect to the basis

{zj^ ' ' 'zj,}(j„...j.) consists of monomials of total degree j» in the ai} (indeed all

monomials of this degree which one can construct from the a¡j occur). The entries

of a fixed column of T,(A) are of the same homogeneity degree l¡ with respect to

the/th column variablesaXJ, ...,a^oîA and the /}are such that 2Hi h — v. In

fact if Zj occurs l} times in zJt zJz • • • zjt then the entries of TAÁ) in the column

corresponding to this basis element are homogeneous of order l} in the/th column

variables aXj,..., a^. We say then that this column is of homogeneity type

(lx,...,lm).

(2) Suppose a fixed column of T,(A) is described as above by the homogeneity

system (/,,.. .,/m). Then each entry of this column may be viewed as an element

of the tensor space ®'C = (<£)''C) ® ••• ® (<S)'mC") with components

F(/i,...,/) which are symmetric in {/,,...,/,}, {/,+,,...,f,l+¡1},...,

{i-i^+i,...,/,.} (cf. Weyl [15, p. 96] for terminology).

(3) Each element of the basis {/,,..., trJ described earlier is the image under

e(u>) of some standard basis vector zJl zJ2 • • • z¡t in Rm*. Thus each t¡ is a linear

combination of certain zjs zJl--- zjt each of homogeneity type (/,,..., /„).

Now we can describe the matrix pa(A) as follows. If t¡ is a linear combination

of certain basis elements Zy( Zy2 • • • zjr then the nonzero components of the

corresponding linear combination of columns of T,(A) exhaust the matrix

coefficients of the ith column of pa(A). By observations (1) and (2) these are
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precisely the pfh rank tensors obtained by applying e(u) to entries of columns of

T,(A) corresponding to this linear combination.

At this stage an example would be illuminating. Fix m = 2, v = 3, and write

The standard basis for R23 is \z\,z\z2,zxz2zx,zxz\,z2z\,z2zxz2,z\zx,z\lt and the

matrix of T,(A) with respect to this basis is

a2b ab2 ab2 b3~

abc abd b2c b^d

abc b2c abd b2d

be2 bed bed bd2

a2d abd abd Pd   '

acd ad2 bed bd2

acd bed ad2 bd2

êd cd2 cd2 d3 _

Now fix w = (2,1) and consider the diagram

1 2

The space e(u>)R23 is 2-dimensional and spanned by the linearly independent

vectors r, = z\z2 — z2z\ and t2 = zxz\ — z\zx. The resulting matrix of pa with

respect to [tx,t2] is

,    . ,.      (a2d-abc      abd - b2c\

(2-5) ^^{acd-bc2       ad2-bed)

obtained by subtracting first the second and fifth columns of T,(A), then the

fourth and seventh. Observe that as tensors in (S>3C2 (or ®3C) the entries of

pa(A) belong to the symmetry class u — (2,1). Also note that pu(A) is hermitian

whenever A is. The property of being hermitian is defined in terms of the inner

product on ®'C adapted to the representation pu in the sense of Godement

(Séminaire H. Carian, 10e année: 1957/58, p. 5-08). This is the (essentially

unique) inner product with respect to which the restriction of pa to U(m) is

unitary.

We summarize the general phenomenon in

Theorem 2.6. The coefficients of the matrix pu(A)just constructed belong to the

symmetry class w when viewed as tensors in ®'C.

a3

a2c

a2c

ac2

a2c

ac2

ac2

c3

a2b

a2d

abc

acd

abc

acd

be2

c2d

a2b

abc

a2d

acd

abc

be2

acd

c2d

ab2

abd

abd

ad2

Pc

bed

bed

cd2
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2.3. Explicit description of class m representations of SO(n). As promised, we

shall use Theorem 2.6 to establish the following proposition.

Proposition 2.7. There exists a polynomialp0: M„m -* C" such that:

(OAjCO >s SO(n)-harmonic,

(2)pu(X) is homogeneous of degree pu(A), and

(3) the components ofpu(X) lie in e(u)R° when viewed as tensors.

To prove proposition 2.7 we need a lemma which is interesting in its own right.

Lemma 2.8. Suppose pu(A) is a matrix representation of GL(m,C) andp: Mnjn

-* C" is a polynomial homogeneous of degree pu(A). Then ifp(X) is harmonic in the

ordinary sense it is also SO(n)-harmonic.

Proof. The ring of all S0(/t)-invariant constant coefficient differential operators

on M„j„ without constant term is generated by the operators

"93

"     *=, dxu dxkl'

To say that/) is harmonic is to assume 2"=i &uP — 0. To prove that/; is SO(n)-

harmonic it suffices to show A,,/» = 0 for all i, /.

Write A = (ay) for A G M^. Set g(X) - pu(XA) = Pu(X)Pu(A)- By the
chain rule, g'(X) = p'(XA)A'(X) where A'(X) is the Jacobian of the map

A: Mn„ -» Mn„ which takes X = (x0) into X' = (x¡,) = 2"-i xipapj, ¡màp'(XA)

equals

(P-OCA) ■ • • p-(XA)p-(XA) • • • P-(XA)\\dxxxy     '      dxnXy     'dxx2K     >      dxmK     ')

Thus direct computation of A'(X) yields

(2.6) lf(X) = 2 a*P-(.XA).
vxkl p=\       vxkp

If we now fix

with au arbitrary but not equal to zero then (2.6) becomes (dg/dxu)(X)

= a*(dp/dxkl)(XA') where a* = 1 for / ^ i and a\ = au for / = /. Thus
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(d2g/dxl)(X) = (flJ)2OW9*«)(X4').

Applying A = 2™ i 4,to Dotn sides of the equation

(2.7) g(X) = pa(X)pa(A)

we obtain

(2.8) 2 2 t^iXA) + al 2 £¿(XA) = 0
/#( *-l QXkl k-\ OXfa

sincepu(X) is harmonic. But XA exhausts all of MnjH as X does since àtt(A) # 0.

Thus (2.8) is valid with XA replaced by X and we may conclude (from the

arbitrariness of a„) that

0-22 &-(xa) = 2 S(*) = Mix).
mk-\ oxu ¿_i dxh

It remains to prove that Aup = 0 for i & I. For this we pick

0    •••      1      •••    0^

1

V

with the extra 1 in the/th column,/ ¥= 1. Since dst(AiJ) ¥= 0, an argument similar

to the one just used shows that AXJp = 0. Now fix

'1       0    •••        1        0    •••        1    •••        0"

A = A" =

(an extra 1 in both the /'th and /th columns). By a similar but more complicated

argument the desired conclusion A,,/? s 0 follows from the already established

fact that A(,y7 = 0 = kXJp.

Proof of Proposition 2.7. Define a map Z: Mn<m -» M(m, C) by

(x\l xln

X„l '" XK

= (*2*-u + (-l)1/2^w),       1 < K I < m.
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(This makes sense since n > 2m.) Now let pa(X) denote the first row of

PÁAX)).
We claim that pa(X) satisfies properties (l)-(3) of Proposition 2.7. Indeed

property (2) follows from the fact that Z(XA) = Z(X)A and pa is a representa-

tion.

Each coordinate function of pu(X) is harmonic on Mn^, since each matrix

coefficient of pa(Z) is polynomial and hence holomorphic in zu. Property (1) of

the proposition thus follows from Lemma 2.8.

Finally observe that S0(/j)-harmonic polynomials on Mnjm may be viewed as

traceless tensors since /' - / contractions correspond to operators A,/. Since

Theorem 2.6 implies the coordinate functions of pa(X) must belong to the

symmetry class <o = (mx,..., |wj,0,... ,0) these functions must lie in e(a)R0

when viewed as tensors in <3)'C". This completes the proof.

Definition 2.9. Let P" denote the linear space of translates under SO(n) of the

special polynomial pa(X) of Proposition 2.7. The space %%" of solid Stiefel

harmonics of order to on M„j„ is defined to be the direct sum of the space Wa of/th

coordinate entries of functions in Pa.

Remarks. (1) If m = 1 and a = k then Pa is the classical space of solid

spherical harmonics of order k on R".

(2) It follows from the construction of pu(A) that a translate of pa(X) vanishes

identically if and only if each of its coordinate functions does. Thus there is an

obvious isomorphism between P" and each %{,.

(3) The components of any row of the matrix pa(A) (as opposed to TA\A)) are

distinct (and more often than not of distinct homogeneity type; cf. (2.6) and

(2.7)). Thus the entries of pa(X) are distinct and transform differently under the

action of Mm¡m. In particular the spaces %>a just defined are pairwise disjoint.

Theorem 2.10. The space P" realizes the irreducible representation a of SO(n) of

highest weight (m,..., \mm |, 0,..., 0).

Proof. Recall that every function in Pa is homogeneous of degree pu(A). Since

M^,, — Sn,m X Pm this implies that every such function is determined by its

restriction to Sn,m. In particular, by Remark 2, the map it restricting functions in

%i to S** is an isomorphism, and P°, as an SO(n)-module, is equivalent to each

irÇXh). Let Ha denote irÇXi). By Proposition 2.7 every function in %{, may be

viewed as an element of e(u)Pr°. Thus each of the ra copies of H¿ (distinct by

Remark (3)) realizes a multiple of the irreducible representation a. (When

n = 2m, P° realizes a multiple of (mi,...,\mm\).) But to occurs exactly ra times

in H^" (Proposition 2.2). Thus 2)11 ®H¿ = H™ and Pa realizes to just once.

Theorem 2.11. Any Stiefel harmonic of order u on S"*1 extends to a solid Stiefel

harmonic of the same order.

Proof. It has already been remarked that the homogeneity built into the

functionpu(X) implies that coordinate entries of functions in P" are determined
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by their restrictions to S",'m. Thus

"(i QfxCj = f¡ ®n¿.

But from the proof of Theorem 2.10 we know that 2)11 ®H¿ exhausts the space

H¿,m of surface Stiefel harmonics of order <o. This completes the proof of

Theorem 2.11.

Remarks. (1) The space Pa obviously depends on a choice of basis. However

the space %^m does not—it is independent of the choice of Pa. Therefore it is

meaningful to refer to %"f as the space of solid Stiefel harmonics of order u.

(2) Every solid harmonic of order w is homogeneous of degree v = mx + "-

+ \mm\ in the variables xUJ but two such harmonics need not be of the same

homogeneity type. That is, they may be of different homogeneity degrees with

respect to the various column variables.

We have now shown that functions in L2(S'yn) may be expanded in terms of

restrictions to Sn¡m of Si9(n)-harmonic homogeneous polynomials on M^. To

prepare for a generalization of Bochner's Theorem 2 we shall need to strengthen

Theorem 2.11.

For this we fix an inner product on P" as follows. If {z,,..., z„} denotes the

standard orthonormal basis for C" then {z;| zJl • • • zjw] is an orthonormal basis for

®'C. The inner product of two functions in P" is given by the inner product of

their corresponding first coordinates viewed as tensors in <S>'C". Because u> is

irreducible this is (up to a scalar factor) the only SO(w)-invariant inner product

onP".

Now let F" denote the space of SO(n — w)-invariant functions in P" and set

1 equal to

f   Im   )■

Since P" (as an 50(n)-module) is equivalent to w = (m,,..., mm,0,...,0) there

are precisely & linearly independent elements in F". Suppose {/»,,... ,p¿J is a

basis for P" with the following properties:

(1) P\,...,pra belong to F";

(2.9) (2)      />,(!) = (0---1 0---)   for 1 < 1 < ra; and

(3)      Pi ±Pj   for /< r0,j>ra.

The existence of such a basis is assured by the following lemma.

Lemma 2.12. Let {/»,,... ,prJ (resp. {/?fu+1,... ,p¿J) denote a basis for F° (resp.

the orthocomplement of Fu). Then:

(a) />/(T) = (0 • • • 0) whenever I > ra ; and

(b) the vectors />, (T), ..., prJJ) are linearly independent in C".
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Proof. To prove (a) let (//"(<?)) be the matrix defined by

(L,

(2.10) Pj(0-*X) = 2 tf(0)Pl(X).
t-\

Since SO(n - m) fixes F" pointwise and leaves invariant its orthocomplement the

restriction of (ty(0)) to SO(n - m) must be of the form

<2"> (o ,,(%)•

Now suppose that for / > ru one of the components of p¡(\) is not zero (we may

suppose it is the first component). According to (2.10), with O G SO(n - m) and

x = l

Pj(\) = 2 t$(0)PlC\).

But if y > ra, it follows from (2.11) that

PjCD=  2  t%(o)PlÇ\).

Thus

where lp¡(J) denotes the first component of />/(T). That is, the space of vectors in

C** which are fixed by O G SO(n — m) has dimension at least ru + 1. This

contradiction establishes part (a) of the lemma.

To prove (b) it suffices to show that p¡(\) cannot possibly equal (0• • • 0) if

I < fa. By part (a) and (2.10) we have

pj(0-ll) = 2 tf(0)fl(I)   or

(2.12)

MOT) = (2 tj¡{o-tyPl(l)-~ 2 ttiO-VfiG))

assuming px(\) = (0 • • • 0).

We claim that the coefficients of (tj¡(0~1)) are linearly independent and span

HO"* as I runs from 1 to ra andj runs from 1 to da. Indeed the identity
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ifíCr'or1)- î tkJ(g)tlk(o-i)
k—\

implies that each row space of (t¡¡(0~1)) is S0(/i)-invariant and that its entries

transform according to the representation <¡¡. Similarly the identity

to((Og)~l) = 2 tëte-WO-1)
*—i

implies that t¡¡(0~x) is right SO(n - /n)-invariant and a function on S"*1 for

I < ra (for/ < ra, ty(0~l) is also left SO(n — /n)-invariant). Thus our claim is

established.

To reach a contradiction we argue as follows. According to an earlier remark

the coordinate entries of Pj(ÔÏ) must generate all of Hf. But the above claim

together with (2.12) indicates that this is impossible. Thus part (b) of the lemma

is proved.

The existence of a basis satisfying (2.9) is now assured. One chooses functions

Pi(X) throughpra(X) in F" such that

/a(T)\
(2.13) ;    -4

\Prß)J

and extends to a basis {px,...,p,¿\ in Pa with {pra+x,...,pjj a basis for the

orthocomplement of F". Note that the functions px, ..., pTa are uniquely deter-

mined by the condition (2.13) and depend ultimately on the choice of matrix

representation pu(A). (As the referee has pointed out, the existence of a basis

satisfying (2.9) follows from a more general argument valid for arbitrary compact

groups. We have retained our original argument (Lemma 2.12) because it is more

in line with the spirit of this paper and because it collects some facts which will

be used in the sequel.)

Now let u(0) = (/,"(O)) denote the matrix of SO(n) acting on Pa with respect

to the basis {/>,,... ,p^}. By (2.10)

/>y(0-'ï) = (tiaj(0)t^(0) •••c(o)).

Thus we have:

Theorem 2.13. If(¿*(0) denotes the upper left-hand ruXru submatrix of the matrix

representation u(0)just described then u>* (0~1)' is well defined as a function of S"*

and extends to a CruXr"-valued SO(n)-harmonic polynomialp on Mn¡m homogeneous of

degree pu(A).

Remark. In general the matrix coefficients of to*(0-1)' may not be orthogonal

functions in L2(Sn,m). Indeed it follows from the irreducibility of a that the

columns of (./(O'1)' are not orthogonal unless the functions p\, ...,prm are. On
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the other hand suppose ra = 1. Then w*(0~1)' and pu(A) are uniquely deter-

mined scalar functions and [p2,...,pjj may be so chosen that (t$(0)) is

unitary. This basis free situation is worth special attention.

Theorem 2.14. Suppose u = (mx,...,mm,0,...,0) is such that ra = 1. Then

mx = m2 = • • • = |mm| = k for some k > 0 and any harmonic of order a on S1*"

extends to a so-called H-polynomial on A/^, that is, a polynomial p such that

(l)p is harmonic, and

(2) p is determinantally homogeneous of order k, i.e. p(XA) = (det A)kp(X)for

all X G Jtyyn and A G Af^. Conversely the restriction of an H-polynomial to S"*

is a surface Stiefel harmonic of order (mx ,...,mm, 0,..., 0) with \m¡\ = k.

Proof. The assertion mx = ••• — |mj = k follows from Corollary 2.3. Since

ra = 1 we must have pa(A) = (det A)k. Thus the first part of Theorem 2.14 is a

special case of Theorem 2.13. Note w*(0-1)' generates the space of all harmonics

of order u on S"1"1 and is independent of a choice of basis.

For the converse observe that //-polynomials (by homogeneity) are determined

by their restriction to S"*. Now assume m = 1. From (1) and (2) it follows that

p may be viewed as a traceless tensor in ®*C which transforms under SO(n)

according to a single representation <o' = (k',0,... ,0). Thus the restriction of p

to S"-1 is a harmonic of order u' and our theory tells us that p must satisfy the

homogeneity condition p(rX) = rk'p(X) for all r. In particular a' must equal

w = (¿,0,...,0). For m > 1 we reach a similar conclusion by appealing to

Lemma 2.8 to show/? is traceless tensor in (2)mkC and by replacing the condition

p(rX) = rk'p(X) by a more complicated one.

The //-polynomials of Theorem 2.14 were introduced first in [7]. Our theory

assigns them a group theoretic significance:

Corollary 2.15. H-polynomials are characterized as extensions to M^„ of Stiefel

harmonics of order to with ra equal to 1.

In case m = 1 the multiplicity ra is always 1. Thus Corollary 2.15 yields the

familiar characterization of solid spherical harmonics of order k. At the moment

we do not know how to characterize solid harmonics of arbitrary order. One

should be able to prove that linear combinations of solid Stiefel harmonics

generate all S0(/j)-harmonic polynomials on A/^ and that all such polynomials

are determined by their restriction to S""™. (For m = 1 this is obvious; for m = 2

this has been established in [9].) E.M. Stein has suggested that every solid Stiefel

harmonic is a linear combination of polynomials of the form ÇEJLX 2"-i agxy)k

where A = (a¡j) satisfies 'AA = 0 with a¡¡ G C. The work of Helgason [6] and

Kostant [8] makes this conjecture seem correct.

3. Decomposition of the Fourier transform on matrix space. In this section Mnjn

denotes nXm real matrix space with n > m. We recall that almost every

X G M^ may be written uniquely in the form X = VRV2 with V G S"*1 and
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R G P„. By dO we denote the element of normalized Haar measure on SO(n) and

by dV the invariant measure on 5""" normalized so that

(3.1) ff(V)dV = ff(OÎ)dO

for all continuous functions/on S"*1. The integration formula accompanying the

decomposition M^, = S"* X P„ is

(3.2) ¡^ F(X)dX = c^/& (/sw F(VRV2)dv)(tet *)'¿R

where /» = (n — (m + l))/2, c„^, is a constant depending only on n and m, and

dR = IL</^if^ = (ty) G £• If *3C" denotes the subspace of L2(Mnjn) which
transforms under SO(n) according to the irreducible representation to then

(3.3) ¿H*u) = 2 e*3cr-

Proposition 3.1. 7%e ¿/race *9C£m is nonempty only if a is a class m representation.

In this case *%%" consists of all functions of the form

(3.4) f(x) = F(ra^) = 2 2 MRKio-*)

where ft, G L^O») = ¿K&.c^det RfdR) and (t$(0)) is any matrix represen-

tation of SO(n) which is equivalent to u and such that

(3.5) <£(0))-fe   t?°(0)]f0ra"   0eS°("-w)-

(/Vote /Aat when n = m condition (3.5) is superfluous and *%%" is nonempty for all

Proof. We know that ÜiS"*1) = 2« ©/C", the summation extending over

all class m representations w of SO(n). But the space generated by the matrix

entries of the first ra rows of /," (O-1) exhausts Hf. Thus the proof is complete

once we observe that (3.2) implies that L2(M„^) = L2(Sn¡m) ® Lj^OO-

Remark. If to = (0,... ,0) then *%"f consists of radial functions on M^. (A

function R G L2(Mn¡m) is radial if and only if F(0~xX) - Fí*) for all O

G ScX«), or equivalently, F(X) = /(AT) for some/on Pm)

The Fourier operator 9 is defined on smooth compactly supported functions

on M^,, by the formula

(3.6) 9F(Y) = F(Y) = J    F(X)e2^^dX

where (A", y) = trace(AT'). By Plancherel's theorem 9 extends to a unitary
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operator on L2(M„m) which is easily seen to commute with rotations. Thus 9

preserves the decomposition (3.3).

Theorem 3.2. Suppose F in *3C£m corresponds to the matrix (fy) (as in (3.4)). Let

S™(R,P)onPmXPmbe defined by

(3.7) sy(R,P) = cn„fso(n) <o*(0-1)'exp(2w/ trace('T0T/?'/2/>V2))j0

where u*(0) is the raXra upper ¡eft-hand submatrix of (ty(0)). Then 9F again

belongs to *3C£m and corresponds to the matrix (gy) where

(3.8) (gij(P)) = f Sr(R,P)(fti(R))(d* R)'dR.

Proof. Suppose X = 0\RV2 and Y = KIP1'2. By Proposition 3.1 we may

assume F is of the form 2£i 2^i/#(^>»(ö"1) where the matrix (ty(0))

satisfies (3.5). So by formulas (3.1), (3.2), and (3.6),

F(Y) = cntm%Í[ fy(R)(dctR)'
i-lj=lJ™

(iscin) '<> (O-'tf-'WO. tT(!\0\R>l2PV2))d0)dR

= c^%^(K-')¡pJy(R)

(Un) C(0-1)exp(2m- tr('ÏOÏ*V2Fi/2))a0)(det R)'dR.

But ^preserves the space *3CJ"*. Thus the expression in parentheses above must

be zero for / > ru and the proof is complete.

Definition 33. The Hankel transform of order w on R, is the integral transform

defined by (3.8). We denote it by U™. Its kernel S^(R,P) is the Bessel kernel

of order a on ¿°,.

Proposition 3.1 establishes a correspondence between *%%" and the space

/.¡UM* consisting of ra X du matrix-valued functions/ = (fy) with/^ G L2n/n(v).

An obvious Hilbert space norm in L2ntm(v)* is

112 _- 2 ll/tfllu-wi.j

but since (ty(0)) is not necessarily unitary U^" may not be unitary with respect

to this norm. On the other hand the compactness of SO(n) implies that U^ is

unitary for some equivalent norm on L2n¡m(v)*. Thus we may write

(3.9) ^=2    ©tí*".
y      ' a class m
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Corollary 3.4. Suppose ß is a surface Stiefel harmonic of order a such that ra

equals 1. If F in L2(M^) is of the form f(R)ß(V) then F(X) = g(R)ß(V) and the

transform f(R) -* g(R) is independent of ß anda choice of basis.

Proof. Since ru = 1, translates of txx(0~l) generate all of H**. In particular

ß(0\) = 2, a¡t{i((K-* O)-1) where K, G SO(n); thus

f(R)ß(V) = ^aif(R)trx((KriO)-i).

Since 9 commutes with rotations, it follows from Theorem 3.2 that F(Y)

= g(P)ß(V) where

*(P) * Srm (/«*) in(0-')exp(2W/ tr('ÏOT/('/2p./2))^/(A)(det RydR.

But txx(0~l) is determined up to a scalar by the fact that it spans the 1

dimensional space of SO(n — /w)-invariant functions in H^. Thus the transform

/ -» g is independent of a choice of basis.

In general the explicit form of the Hankel transform U**1 will depend on a

choice of basis.

Fixing n > 2m we may combine Corollary 3.4 with Theorem 2.14 to obtain a

group theoretic proof of

Theorem 3.5 (Bochner-Herz). Suppose G in L2(Mn^) is of the form F(X)p(X)

where F(X) is radial andp(X) is an H-polynomial. Then G(X) = F(X)p(X) where

F is again radial.

Remark. The case of square matrix space lies outside the multiplicity 1 theory

just described. Indeed for n = m we have ra > 1 unless a is trivial. Still we might

try to recover an analogue of Corollary 3.4 by decomposing L2(Mnjl^ further

under the action of 0(n) X 0(n) on M^ = 0(n) X P„ given by X -* a~xXb,

(a,b) G 0(n) X 0(n) (cf. Stein [12, Problem 7]). Since 0(n) with this two-sided

action is a symmetric space, one expects to confront some kind of multiplicity 1

theory. Nevertheless no analogue of Corollary 3.4 materializes for the following

reason.

Since each R G Pm is orthogonally diagonalizable we can write X = Vk~lAk

where V and k belong to 0(n) and

'■{"■-')

\ 0 \mJ

is a uniquely determined element of the manifold D„ of positive definite diagonal

matrices in M„a. The action of G on M^ is such that the D„ part is untouched.

More precisely, if X = Vk~lAk and g - (a, b) G 0(n) X 0(n), then gX

= (a-iVb)(kb)~lA(kb). Since L2(M„J = L2(Dn) ® L2(G), where G = 0(n)

X 0(n), decomposing L2(Mn¡„) into subspaces invariant under X -+ a~lXb is equiva-
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lent to decomposing L2(G) under the action (gx,g2) -* (a~1gxb,g2b). This last

action is equivalent to the regular representation of G. Thus we are still quite far

from a multiplicity one theory.

Concluding remark. It has already been suggested that the decompositions (3.3)

and (3.9) are not, in general, irreducible. Indeed, the space *3C„'m can be further

reduced by allowing SO(m) to act by right multiplication on Mn<m. Since the

Fourier operator commutes with this action the resulting subspaces of *%%" are

again preserved by 9.

4. Explicit Bessel function identities. In the last section we introduced a Hankel

transform IC" for each class m representation of SO(n) by decomposing

L2(Mnjn) under the simultaneous action of 9 and SO(n). We ask now whether

certain of these operators coincide as n and u vary? In the classical case (m = 1)

the answer to this question is given by the simple relation

(4.1) Up = ikU5+m.

This identity is due to Bochner and is discussed in [11, Chapter 3, §3].

We shall generalize (4.1) to m > 1 by applying the machinery developed in §2.

Thus we shall once again need to assume n > 2m. We shall also employ some

straightforward variants of the Laplace transform arguments found in [7]. In

particular we shall express our Bessel functions S*m as inverse Laplace trans-

forms on Pm (Theorem 4.2).

We start with a generalization of Theorem 1.3' in [7].

Proposition 4.1. Suppose

Mx)\

Prjx)/

with Pi G Pa. (Recall that P" is the space of vector-valued solid harmonics of order

w on Mn¡m introduced in Definition 2.9.) Then

f     exp(-irtT(XZX'))p(X)exp(2mtr(XY'))dX
(4.2) •""""

= (det z)-/2/?(iT)p(i)(Z)-1exp(-w tr(7Z-' Y'))

for all complex symmetric mXm matrices Z with Re Z = A > 0.

Proof. By analytic continuation it suffices to prove the result for Z = A > 0.

So fix Z = A. Since mm > 0 the representation p„ extends from GL(m, C) to

M(m,C). Since p(XA) = p(X)pu(A) for all matrices A G Mm¡m the result for

Z = A can be made to follow from the special case Z = / by the change of

variables X -> XA1'2 and Y -» YA^2 and the formula d(XA) = (det A)"dX.

We claim now that (4.2) is classical when Z = /. Indeed the identity involved

is

Ax)=\
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(4.3) (    e-*t*xx">p(X)é2*iti(xr">dX = e-W)p(ßY).

Since each matrix coefficient of p(X) is harmonie on Mn¡m and homogeneous of

order |to| = 2/11 m, in the variables xxx, ..., x„„, (4.3) reduces to a collection of

classical identities due to Hecke (cf. Theorem 4, p. 71 in [11]). Thus the proof is

complete.

Theorem 4.2. Recall v = (n - (m + l))/2. Then

Sy(R,P)Pu(RV2)(detR')

(4-4)       - r/2w 'f,i? f (det Zr^C-Z)-'(2m)"*m  V   Jz=A0+iB,Ati>ov /      f»v        /

• exp(tr(FZ) - tx(^PZ~l))dZ.

Proof. By criteria in [7] the integrals in (4.4) converges for mm > 0. Applying

the integration formulas (3.1) and (3.2) to the identity (4.2) with p(X) as in

Theorem 2.13, X = 0\R}'2, and Y = ÏF'/2, we obtain

/* rí(SZ)(^L »*(0-iyexp(2mtT('WW/2PV2))d0yo(RV2)

• (det R)'dR

= (det Z)-"/2pu0F1/2K(zr,e-*tr(',z~1)

or

(4.5)
r e-^zisr^-Fip,,^^)^ RydR

= W^det Z)-fl/2pu(/F1/2)pu0r-1Z)-1e-«I<<<*z-,>

for all Z with Re Z > 0.

Now (4.5) says that for each fixed P the Laplace transform of the (//)th entry

of the matrix S^(R,P)p0(R)1/2 (del R)' is the (y)th entry of the matrix

^(detZr^p^F^yp^-iZy-iexp^tr^Z"1)).

(For a discussion of Laplace transforms on Pm see [7, §1].) Thus by the Cauchy

or Laplace inversion formula,

Sr(R,P)pu(R)V2(d*R)'

ffW2Pa(,-j>i/2) , r#-«zv-»

• exp(tr(ÄZ) - tr(iT2PZ-l))dZ.

This completes the proof.
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Now recall the correspondence which assigns, to functions in *3C*M, C x da

matrices (/•,) and let °3CJ™ denote the subspace of *9C£™ corresponding to the

(first) column space (/,) = °L„j„(v). The following theorem describes when the

Hankel transforms iff™ and U¿" coincide on the spaces °9C*™ and 03C£,m.

Theorem 43 (Generalized Bochner relations). // (n,oi) denotes the pair (n,

(mx,...,mm)) and (n',u>') the pair (n + 2mm,u — mm) (where u — mm = (mx

- m„,m2 - mm,..., 0)) then

uy = czul'm

Proof. The operators iff-™ and Iff"-™ are defined on °L2n¡m(v) and "L^f/)

respectively by formula (3.6). We claim that the isometry

A: f(R) -» v^~^W(^)(det R)-"^

which maps "L^M onto °L2+2mmim(v + mm) realizes the equivalence between tff™

and C#- Indeed Pa.(Z) = (det Z)_"Pu(Z) since ^....^(Z) = (detZ)"".

Thus by a straightforward application of Theorem 4.2,

(A~lU^Af)(P) = (det P)mj2f S$"(R, P)f (R)(det R)'(det R)-m*/2dR
J Bn

• exp(tr(*Z) - U(tr2PZ-l)dZ)pu.(Rl/2rl)

•f(R)(detR)-m"J2dR

■ exp(tr(/?Z) - tr(w2PZ-1)«/Z)Pu(Ä'/2)-^

•f(R)dR

= 1—- j S^(R,P)f(R)(det R)'dR = /-""-iff1™.

This completes the proof.

When m = 1 and w = (k,0,...,0), C™ = /*. Thus Theorem 4.4 reduces to
Bochner's identity (4.1) when m = I.
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